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INTRODUCTORY 3
<)•....

1) e r s pee t i ve s . T11e pe oplo" calltllemselves
Appendix E. "The EtHnology of tlle Sudan", ,

Arabs and \v(> accept the name, bu tit wo uLd
certainly be a m.is t ake to regaru t nem as

Arabians or to recognize as genuine their
long petiigrees 'of unsullied (?) Arab
descentl

19oing back to MOhammedan times!
711(Keane)

in !a compendium, prepared by tl1e Officers

of the Sudan Government' and publiShed in

1904) that is nearly five years after the

establishment of the Anglo-Egyption rule in

Khartoum, sponsored a conference on tile

the country, contains, "w i tl10Ut pre tens ions

to scientific exactitude", the folowing TIle question of the relationShip be tween

ethnographic statement concerning the nybird, Arabism and Africanism in the Sudan has let te-

Afro-Arabic:rna t.ur e of the cuI t.u re of nor t nern ly drawn the in~erest of Sudanese and foreign

Sudan. It reads as follows : Arabist and Africanist social anthropologists,

"Now, at any rate, tileArab dominates the
northern half of Sudan, that is,· from

historians and political scientists. In

FebyuarY,1968, tile SUdan Research Uni t, an
Egypt to Ko rdotan . He has nowhe re extermin-
ated the original inhabitants; he has in
many cases not yet succeeded in forcing
even n i s language npon them ; he 11a8,unlike
tne Arabs in Arabia, intermarried freely
w i tn t.ne m ; but his conquest nas been so
far cornp le te tna t n i s r'e Iigions Ldea Ls and
tribal organiza t Lo n nav e replaced tne older

(

organ of the Faculty of Arts, University of

in \\Thic11 SCl101ars of many na tionali tics

tempted "to try to unravel the peculiarities of
'-)this vast countryll.•.. Tile folloh'ing statement

faith and institutions wherever he has
, ,to carry tneur • This fact upsets our



made by one of the contributors: Dr.Muddathir.
I

! bd al-Ra~Im, a political scientist, may be

aken as a precise and direct expression of

he theme of the conference :

"Arab ism and AfricriJnism have become so
completely fused in the Northern Sudan
t.nat it is impossible to distinguish ..
between the two even from the most abs-
tract point of view, and the great majo-
rity of the population rightly feel that
they ar~ Arab and Afri6anat the same
time, to an equal degree and. without any
slense of tension or contradiction."3

"The main objective of the conference,

Sudan in Africa", as the editor of the

pub.Ld shed selec tedpapers defines it, "was

to emphasize points of contact, similarities

and contrast between the Sudan and neighb?ur-

ing African countries from a linguistic,
.--

archaeological, historical, socia) anthropo-
IOgi~~I, and poli 'tLca L' points of view. ,,4 .
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The literary point of view is surprisingly

absent. Surprisingly, because~ without,

exaggeration, it was in the smithy of the

literary mind that the new vocabulary whic~

made it possible to describe a cultural

identity was originally forged. Indeed,the

contemporary~udanese poet is essentially a

cultural poet. Since the la te ! 'tw en ties, he

has been the cultural alChemist of the'nation,

a gatherer of buried roots, and, like a black

or goldsmith, a maker of the difficult

images of the identity of the people.

The objec~ of this paper is to trace the

gradual making of this essential poetics and

the creation of the language which realizes
it ..
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"As in many African c o un tries, the re

emerge~ in the Sudan, after the first two

decades of foreign rule, a gerieration of

western-edurated elite, although only to

the extent that Western education was

made available to a minority by the colon-

ial masters. Many of these new inembers of (
II. The FaJr Group and After the new elite, "lived in the colonial

capitals and through the nationalist move-

ments sought to wrest power from the

expatriate rulers. And in so doing they

identified themselves more with the entire

colonial territory than with their own

ethnic groups or local conununi ties. ,,5

In literature, this new consciensness

was expressed as a search for the common

roots of national culture and the common
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heritage of communal symbols which cut
"through ethnic pluralism. It was the

\ c

\

beginning of a passion to create a new

. literature which should express human
\ experience as it took the shape and chara-

cter of the nuances and contours of a
..~.

Sudanese 'sensibility.

Hamzah Tambal, an experimentalist poct

of the 'twenties, was probably the first

to attempt: con~ciOusly, to realize in his

wo rk the elements of a new poetry of
ideritity. His poems, which were published_....:6.
in 1931 under the title al-Tabi'ah, 1.e.

Nature, betray the influence of EnglisP

Roman·trc-"lme-t-rYT--es.Q?J~!~.~lYthat of
Wordsworth, upon him. His poetry aspires

I

i.,,,

.,
\
i

•
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to wordsworthian virtncYS: tile deep sellse

of tne natural object and landscapc dcsc-

ribe~ with realism and infused witn a
. .t It is also a departuremystical Splrl .

from the rhetorical style inherited from

classical and neo-classical Arabic poetry

:[or a language appropriate to ordinary
He called for the intimatespeech.

involvement of the Sudanase poet'in

his, 11atural and cuL tnral land-
scape, he was the first to coin and use

- - - ,the term al-Adab al-sudani, i.e. Sudan-
7 His small book ofese Literature

-; cri tical essays" al-Adab al-SlidanI ,,'nma

yaj ib an yal(unn 'alayhl, i.e. Sudanes c

Li tera ture and hOW its nould be, is, ILke

Wordsworth's Preface to Lyrical Ballads,



\ an at t.ack on the poe try of his Lmme dLat e
I

predecesso~s and gives the theoretical
.8background to his own kind of poetry.

Most important, for our present purpose,

is his castigation of his predecessors for

being mere echoes of Arabic poetry. Poetry

written by a Sudanese poet, he insists,

should reflect Sudanese sensibility and

the SUdan"ese landscape. 9

Tambal is vague in his understanding
\

of what is 'Sudanese1 • However, by the

early 1930s 'the irifluence of a youngen

group of wri ters wrio we re more concerned

~ith the definition of their terms became

eviden t. As almost all of them were

contributors to al-Fajr, a cultural fort-

nightly established in 1932, I will refer

to them as the Fajr group~ The

9

-

10

· i
I

magazine reflected in its five years of

publication the gradual consolidation and

diversification of the cultural identity 0f

Sudanese poetry which was intimated in

Tambal "s work.

"Young Sudan Thinks", the editorial of
· ,.. the nineteenth number of al:"'Fajr,described

its policy as follows

· •...

"In form and editorial organization,
we are to follow -- as closely as we
can -- the tradition of the best
known EngliSh weeklies. For this
purpose we nave gained the services
of some young writers - all from the
younger generation -- each to take
charge of one section ..... We,young
men of this generation, are sons of
the soil, the first fruits of a new
order that is to link the Sudan with
~,e rest of the world. 10

-;
. ;

· i
1.,

· ..
!
:

Most of these 'young writers'. e~g.
i
I

I
I

l
MUhammed Ahmed Mahjub, Muhall1m~d 'AshrI

I

i
· I
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al-Siddlq~ his brother 'Abd Allah, and Y~suf

Mu~~af~ al-Tinay, were ~raduates of Gordon

Heruorial College (later Khartoum University

College, and now University' of Khartoum).

The editorial policy ~oneeived as an imitat-

ion or an emula tion of the "be s t known

Erag L'isn Weeklies,", was ambi t Lous , bu t ra tne r

unauthe~tic. It did n~t take 'into consider-

ation the obyiously different: type of reader

the magazine was expected to address~ nor

the special problems it was to face. The

need for a more intimate involvement in the

political and cultural situation of the

country than was reflected in the rather

unfortunate early editorial policy was soon

realized. A new policy was tacitly stated -in an editorial three months later. It says:

..~--._---------

12

i'
!

"It will not do at all if we are to
f oLlow religionsly in the footsteps
of o tne r Arabic or Eu ropean papers.
....There are problems in our own
life -- political, social economical,
religious -- which have no parallel
in other countries, Arab or other-
wise." 11

The main problem whi ch they nad to fa-

ace was, as they realized, the hybrid

nature of their cultural tradition. If

they were to identify themselves not with

their ethnic groups but with the whole

nation,a discovery of a con~on denominator

for all these groups and a definition of it

. in terms of a cultural identity was an

urgen t . task. This was first envisaged in

terms of racial inter-mixture :

"Since time immemorial thjs portion
of the Nile Valley, with its ~xten-
sions of desert and plains on East and
West, has received an unending
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A number of articles Illeantto define
influx of invaders, Lmm i gran ts and
slave-traders, and has without
exception assilllilated them and
formed new hybrid races." 12

the Iea t ures and con t.our s of tni.s ! Sudan-

ese identity' were published in al-Fajr

This realization was soon to be pushed

by various members of the group.

particular member, HUl)ammad A.l)ma~Na1).jub,

One

a step further, and to become the course of

a new politico-literary vocabulary. Terms
a poet whO was also a prominent figure in

S~danese politics both before and after

Independence~pursued the issue with

'missionary zeal' for over a decade. He

on the editorial board of al-Fajr andwas

such as al-t~aq~fah al-S~diniyyah (i.e.

Sudanese Culture), al-dh~tiyyah al-S~ainiy-

yah (i.e. Sudanese Identity) and al-adab

"TIle Sudanese identity is an i¢leal
to which we should all work. It
mllst~:reflect all ou.r work. It must
reflected on our politics,education,
Ii tera ture and cu Iture. It is -the--:---
essential step which we should take,
before we aspire to ally with some
one nation or make our way with
other nations to approach inter-
na tionalism. 11 13

had perhaps written some of the editorials

which were usnally published anonymously

However, his signed articles attempt a

comprehensive and systematic exposition of

his, and more or less of al-Fajr's, concep-

tion of cultural identity and its relation-

Ship to Sudanes~ literature and 'politics.

a,1-gan.m1 (i.e. National Literature) were

central in the new vocabulary. The ambition

was for a comprehensive ideal :

_ -.-._--------------
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In a debate, arranged by the Graduate's
Club at Omdurman, on March 23rd 1935, he
defended the motion that "Sudanese culture·
is independent of Egyptian (vis a vis.
Arabic) culture, "against Hasan Subni , a
visiting Egyptian journalist whO spoke for
"the cultural un~ty of the Nile Valley."
Ma~jITb was thrilled with his own 'discovery'
of the idea of 'culture' ap~li~d to the
hybrid ethnographic and intellectual chara-
cter of the Sudan : "Nothing gives me more

I . . . t t .joy"; he .stated, W1th lnnocen en huslasm,
"than to hear the word 'culture' added to
the word

Yet, is central definition of culture,
wlas borrovjed from the great Vic torian poe t .

r..' ...-.-~..----- -._---
and c u Ituralis t , Ma"fthew Arnold. For him,

..

I·

!

16

"'culture' is the ideal intellectual image
of anationll• The elements tf1at enter into
the making of a culture, he says, are:

(i) "the ku ow ledg e of the best
tna t na s been tno ugnt or
said in the intellectual,
spiritual, and social
ma tters wn i on concern us; If

(I i.) IIreligion",because it ill-
uminates Ollr s}Jiritual life
a nd prov ides HS w I tn t nc
necessary liieC111Sf'o r "self-
perfection"; and

..•

(iii) "the nabi t s and CllStOI;:Sacc-
ording to wn i cn we a re
b ro ug nt up and wn i.c n we
Icno w and f o l Low me c nu n Lc a Ll y i "

"Culture", ne ad ds i v by t uru iug
a stream of f resn and free
t ncug n t upon tnem e nab J es us
to accept or reject tl1em OC
the basis of adequate undo r-
standing." 15

He defines 'culture' as "the method
and style of an ideal life, the pursuit Of
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perfection". Nahjllb's definition of culture

and of the elements of which it consists

the mundane and narrow interests of the

Victorian industrial and commercial social

parapnrases, and sometimes directly trans-

lates, verbo pro verbum, Matthew Arnoid'~

classes tne Barbarians, the Phi Lis ti.nes

and the Populace. Culture, as he defined

definition of culture in his well-known book it, was his antidote to "the confusiop and

Culture and Anarchy. "Culture", says perplexity in which
labours. ,,17

[Victor-Lan] Society now

Arnold, is : In this sense, c"lture rises

"a pursuit of our total perfection
by means of getting ~o ~lOW, on all
the matters wn lcn most concern us,
the best \\Thichhas been thought and
said in the world; and through this
knowledge, turning a stream of fresh
and free thought upon our stock
notions and habits which we now
follow staunChly but meChanically." 16

"above the idea of class to the idea of t.he

whole cOlllmunity.1I1S In the context of

our social classes, says Arnold, we merely

affirm our "ordinaryll or "everydayll selves,

by wn i cn ."we are separate, personal, at war;",

in~the context of culture we experience our

"best selves", by which we are united,
Yet, Ma~jub's application of Arnoldis impersonal, at narmony.rr19 This classless

idea of culture to the Sudanese 'situation,

as will be Shown Shortly, was rath~r un-
best self is expressed by the elite: "a

certain number of aliens, persons
Arnoldian. Arnold's'culture' was ~~ elit- who are mainly led, not by their class spirit ,
ist image of a profound ideal unity trans-

cending the conflicts and, what was for him,
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but by a general humane spirit, by the love

of human perfection.,,20 These 'aliens'

form a minority in every social class.

In al-Harakah al-fiktiyyah f1 a1-

S~d~n (i.e. The Intellectual Movement in the

Sudan), a pamphlet which Mahj~b addressed to

the Graduate's Congress in 1941, he borrowed
/

Arnold's concept of an elite minority which

rises above conflicts and heterogeneity, and

applied it in a way which suits his own

concern with the question of national ident-

ity in the Sudan. In Arnold's terms the

conflicts 1I'l1iChthe cultural "best self" is

expected to rise above are socio-political;

for NabjlLb, they are ethno-cul tnral;Arnold' s

concern is with 'social classes; 'Mahjub's

20

is with 'ethnic groups'. Hahj~b's equiv-

Rlent minority elite consists of those whO

have perceived with intensity, and whO are

capable of expressing and giving shape to,

the national cultural spirit, emphasizing

the similarities more than the differences

between tbe various etbnic groups. They

also carry tbis spirit to new frontiers

or cultural perfection, because they

believe in the plausability and possibi-

lity of cultural ideals as a means for

the pursuit of buman perfection. This

cultural elite is~ in this sense, a

minority to be found in all ethnic

groups (and, probably, political parties

• also), and whO identifies with the whole

nation and not with their limited small

communities.
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. 21the landscape and the customs of the nation.
The creative expression of this cult-

ural self and its ideals is what makes

'national literature'. It is necessary,

Ma!tj'iib'seli tism is probably the source of

his rather monotonously prescrlptive style, a

says Ma~jTIb in al-Fajr, that we develop

our own national literature which bears

our impression and distinguishes us from

other nations. He envisaged a literature

.written in Arabic but "infused with the

idiom of our own land because this (idiom)

is What distinguishes the literature of

style which is more concerned with aspirations

than with actual achievement. However, his

pamphlet al-Harakah al-fikriyyah contains in

a condensed form the main thesis of al-Fajr

group. Both the strength and the shortcoID-

ings of this thesis are reflected in it. Its

strength consists mainly of the avant-garde

one nation f1 m another." The cultural courageous spirit in which the argument is

~conducted a spirit which raised toelite-poet hould acquire a knowledge of

Arabic Islami culture, contemporary Arabic

thought and Western Literature. Yet this

knowledge, he suggests, should undergo a

process of intellectual transformation in

a mind intimately inVOlved in the history,

the level of consciousness an essential

element in the, making of modern poetry in

the Sudan. Their recognition of hybrid

nature of their cultural heritaie was the
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first genuine attempt to define the land- to African culture was never defined in

scape of a collective mind which would explicit terms. No mention of Africa is to

be found in, for example, Mahj~b's pamphletprovide a source of inspiration for a new

generation of Sudanese pOets.C. al-ijarakah al-fikriyyah. Even the Blacl(

Hand Group (Jam~'at al-Yad al-Saud~' ) ,
But, unfortunately, they failed to established in Cairo in 1937, by the Sudan-

ese poet 'Abdul-NabY'Abdul-G~dir Murs~l, arealize their 'discovery' in poetry,

mainly because they we re concerned wi t n contributor to al-FajI, failed to conceive
boundaries and outlines more than with the its black politics as black poetics. An
details of contours and the patterns of anonymous short note on African art appeared·
texture, with theory more than with pract- in the Sudan; and although it was written
ice. The actual presence of an African with the intention o~ drawing the attention
consciousness in their writings was pain- of the reader to African art and architect-
fully vague. In their writings, there ure as a Source of inspiration for Sudanese
was a theoretical, not a poetical, real- artists, it remained an isolated short note
ization of the intermarriage of Arabic and

African cultures in the making of Sudanese
• without commentary or amplification. "Some

readers", says the anonymous contributor,
identity. Moreover, their relationship
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"may perhaps find it strange to
speak of art in relation to Africa.
Perha~s only a few nunilierof them
are acquainted with (African Art),
and it may astoniSh those whO are
not, to know that African sculpture
and .mu s i c are n i gn Iy apprecia ted by ,
European artists. Negro sculpture
is the nearest ill the world to the
mOdern European movement of the
Futurists, while Negro drawing bear
close re~emblance to Cubism.
Europeans have also borrowed the
rumba rhythm or African music." 22

What is important here is not the

accuracy of these .statements, but the genu-

ine at ti tude and in timacy they involve :

11 Our study 'Of African art may be
quite benefical for UP. We may
even add to (this ar0) in the
process of creating an art which
reflects our own sensi-bility and
character:'

Ye t the real dis covery of tne :\frican

tradition in the arts was still to come.
\

"--_. "---
26

At the same time, painting and 5
~---,'were almost completely absent fr the

intellectual scene in Khar·toum. The scene

I '

was occupied mainly by the poets, who were

more at home with their discoveri s 'in thB

indigenous verbal traditions and he history

of the Sudan than with external i fluences.

The Fajr group was the beginni

ceremony of belonging and redisco ery of

the o ommuna L roo ts of identi ty and crea t-

ivity which gradually found expres ion in

thepoetry'writtenby some younger oets in

the 19408.

Hullammad al-Hahdl al-HajdhUb is
probably the one, po e t in ,{hOSe work his

ceremony of belonging found fuller e\press-

ion than in any other poet amongst his
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contemporaries. He is probably the first
./

Sudanese poet to tap the possibility of

w ri ting poetry in the Arabic language w i t n
.'the consciousness of a real belonging to a

'negro! tradition. Indeed, he states :

"In the negroes I am firmly rooted
though the Arabs may boastfully
claim my origin.!! 23
\

At its best, his poetry reflects the

'Unity1 at the deep sources of the tradit~
ion :

"Ny tradition is : beads, r eatnc rs
t\andApalm-tree -which I embrace,and

the forest is singing around usJ1I24

This cultural consciousness is reflect-

ed in in the choice of the subject matter of

many of his poems as in al-sairah, ~5 i.e.

."---------.--~
28

"The Wedding ProcessionlT,

!

to give Dne examp1i
--.only . In such a poem, the subject matter

~
captures a cultural reality, Which is the

result of along historical process of fusion

of elements - pagan and Islamic . Indeed,

these elements are treated in the poem in

such a way that gives t.nam the deeper ~igni-

ficance of a cultural wedding taking ~ace,

in the poem-as-p.-ritual. Na.turally) in
I.this perspective the-third facet of hlS. I

achievement, is a linguistic one. At its

best, his poetry creates a !third language'

- a Sudanese-A.rabic language -within the
,1 language of Arabic poetry. it.Or better,

raises this language which ha~ evolved

hostorically as a vernacular, to the level

'of a refined and sophisticated literary

expression.
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Probably, one should also refer to the
interesting experiment of 'Abqallah al-Tayib
to write in metres derived from Sudanese
folk-poetry. The rhythm and movement of,

~6 .for example, his poem Sidrat aI-tall, 1.e.
"The Sidr-Tree on the Hill", written in
J~b~dI, an energetic contracted metre of
folk-poetry, are not completely Arabic,
though the language is Arabic. The language
has been made to dance to a rhythm of a
sensibility different from the one it has
always known and embodied.
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The impulse was given fresh impetus in

the poetry of the younger generation of

imigrant Sudanese poets in Egypt. I'ne r e

is nothing which indicates that they were

aware of what their predecessors in the

Sudan had been dOing for two decades. To

anticipate what will be discussed in some
III. THE EMIGRE POETS detail, realization of Africanism in their

poetry as cultural belonging and a poetic

• o£ Egypt, these poets,

Miftah al-FayturI,27

- 28Rahman,

mainly Nuhammad

image and passion was the result mainly of

their personal experien~e in the Egyptian

cultural and historical context of the

'fifties'. Conspicuously darker in
the

skin thanAArabo-Mediterranean population

Jayl} 'Abd al-
- - - 29and NUhyi aI-Din Faris,
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literature as part of a black African cult-
felt that they were rather estranged. In

ural enclave in the Arab world. Al though

the case of al-Fayt~rI, as will be discussed

later, this estrangement took 'mythical'

dimensions of alientation and racial and

no study of the origins and development of

this image has been made, here it prob.ably

suffices to describe in some detail hOW it

cultural displacement. The difficult life

of poverty they sUffered in the slums of

Cairo and the poor quarters of Alexandria

was ·another faJtor which deepened their

is tapped by the celebrated Egyptian romm1-

tic poet 'All Mahmud Tahii (1902":'1949) whO. .
wrote partly under the influence of English

and French Romantic~sm. His idealisation

sense of estrangement. It was probably of 'the child of nature' is part of the

wider theme of romantic paganism and prim-that feeling of being outsiders which led

them to join, or at least to sympathize

with, contemporary left-wing political
itivism in his poetry. His 'child of

movements in Egypt and the Sudan.

nature', in some of his poems, is a black

African, identified 'with the 'lands to the

south', the Sudan. Of particular interest

On the personal level, their works in this context are his lyrical drama :
30 (Ughniyat al-riya~ al-arba'ah The Songproclaim and, to a large extent, extoll the

popular image of the Sudan in Egyptian
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of the Four Wind~) and the short lyric Nashld•..
Ifr'i91 ("An A.frican Anthem"). The origin of

the lyrical drama is a French translation of
,

a fragement of an ancient Egyptian lyric thi

subject of which is an encounter be twe cn the
personified 'four winds! .32 He created a

theme, introduced characters and gave them
rather fancy names. The theme is an attem-
pted kidnapping of the four 'wind-damzels!

by Uzmurdah, the Phoenician pira te, the
incarnation of the spirit of con~ercialism.

The attempt was foiled by the handsome

Egyptian poet, Patosis. lsmitta, the
embodiment of the southern wind is repres-

ented as a beautiful slender negro-g~rl,

intimately close to the divine image of the

34

-----

of the sources of the Nile in the

mind which goes back to ancient Eg-ptian
cosmology. She is the !daughter of the

Mountains of the Moon' whose laugryter is

lightening and Whose tears are to/rential

rains. She is the goddess WhO.leadS the
waters from the source of the rl er to

Egypt. Her hair is coily and ext r'a vag a-,

ntly perfumed. Moreover, she is the

divine concubine and dancer of the gods
of the forest.33

Ismi tta .Ls stereotypical of 'Ali

Mahm~d Tihi's image of Africa, again

identified in his mind with the southern

part of the Nile Valley. He calls
her 'the daughter of the South' (fatit al-

janub), a name which recalls to the mind
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of his reader (fata al-janub')('the son of

the South') Which he USes in another poem

directly address~d to Sudanese politicians
of the 'forties. 33 'A.M. Taha was an
ardent SUpporter of the 'Unity of the Nile

Valley', a popular slogan of the time; and

for him the Sudan was janub aI-wadI, that

is, the southe'rn part of the Valley.

Howeve~, his lsmitta remains & nOble savage
myth .:

The lyrical drama was written in the
early 'forties. Some years later, perhaps
under the influence of the growing pOlitic-

al nationalist movement in the Sudan ( as

well as in many other parts' in Africa), his

stereotyped image of the 'noble savage' was

slightly altered to fit the political

.' ....,.~

.. ",'
" 36

spi~it of the age. ----The new image depict~d.

is one of a politicised poble savage,as is

portrayed in the following lines from his

NashId lfrIqI ("An African Anthem") . Lt is

not surprising to feel the presence of the

spirit of P.B. Shelley's "Ode to the West

Wind" in these lines Which celebrate the

anti-British n<;ltionalist movement in the
Sudan :34

Carry:winds,my voice to the Valley,
and howl through the crage and plains;

Blow wi tn love, breezes of the night,
and be my' messengers to the one

I love.
Where the tribe dwells, a bon-fire

shone, there is my clan;
And the dancing girls singing full

of youth.
That is :

The voice of Africa; ~ne inSpiration ./
of her Childhood;

and the call of the centuries,past and
future.
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even.ts for the expatriate Sudanese poets.
Indeed,'AlI M. T~h~'S later poetry r~flects

his genuine interest in Afrl'can and Asian
Yet, in expression these poets were deep-

liberation movements. He died in 1949, on
ly, though probably llnconsciously, influ-

enced by the cultural image of the Sudan
the eve of the decade .ln which these move-

ments culminated in the independence of

many nations in the two continents ,

in Egyptian literature. Their newly

indepe~dent Sudanese citizen bears con-
the spicuous resemblance to 'All M. T~h~'S

popularity of Pan Af' .-~ rlcanlsm as an express-

ion of the l'new po ltical climate in Africa

and the emergence of African poetry in the

international literary world.

political noble pril1litive,but with a

slight difference. Theirs took the seY.1.0US

po~e of a revolutionary socialist. For

example, in M. F~ris's Ughniyah 'al~ lis~n

r~ ,I IfrIg,I 35 ("A Song by an African
SUCh occasions as, for example, the

Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung in April

1955, and the All Af .- rlcan People's Confer-

ence at Accra in December 1958, at Tunis

in January 1960 and at Cairo in 1961,

Shepherd"), written on the 00casion of the

independence of the Sudan, the poet identi-

fies himself with a romanticized carefree

(yet, paradoxically, politically alert)
were African Shepherd, piping his sheep across

not only politl'cal but' al, so poetical
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the li~erated land :

I am from Africa, the land of
treasures;

till like symbolsHer depths are
And talismans;
We proceed to challenge fate,
And change the world into a place

green and brLg n t.

For these emigr~ poets, Africa was inde~d

an undecipherabl symbol of their own

cult~ral alientation and unquenched thirst
for belonging: It was an imaginary Afrida,
a PSYChological entity, a maternal dream of
a lost child

Afri.ca, 0 Africa,
Let me cry my Whispers on your

breas t. 36

or a 'supreme myth' which the expatriate
poet created for himself:

I own nothing except my faith in
my people,

A din the his tory a f my home land,
n Af r i .ind my homeland is far a~ay _ r1ca.

That land which I carry 111 my blood,
And inhale wi tn my breath,
And worship in my pride.
....... HOHELA.ND.37That supreme myth : HY

This myth is generally made of the stuff of

stereotyped images :

A big-bonfire,
An Owl's beak,
An oracle of an ancient prayer,
A night full of mirrors, ..
A dance of naked blacks, sing1~g 1n

black JOY,
A sinful sw6cn interrupted by the .

master's wn i m,
And Ships loaded with slave-girls, 38

musk, ivory and saffron.

The lines which have just been quoted are
•

from H.H.al-FaytnrI, the one poet among

this .g roup of (!migre'poets wno identifies
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himself completely with his African image.

His origin is obscure; and he is always

Changing his mind about it. But most prob-

a bly he is of a Li by,an fa ther and ai1 Alexander_
ian mother of SOITIeso th Su ern udanese desce-
nt. His assertion of an African negro

origin.is violently expressed in his early

poetry in sWeeping, wrathful rhetoric:

Do not be a cOward
Do not be a coward'
Say it in the face',
Of the ·human race:
My father is of a negro father
My mother is a negro woman '
And I am black ... '39

or :

Is it because my face is black,
Is it because your face is wbite,
Tha t you call me a slave ? 40

.-:l.

-- H' assertion of his negro origin~5,1.5

factually, only partly true. His rejection

of the Arab in him is a revolt against part

of his blood, and mainly a rejection

cultural mileu in which he felt he occupied

of a

a perpheral place. HiS was a violent

..

attempt to identify with the very source of

his alientation. His early reaction to the

Arabo-Nediterranean milieu took the form of

a sharp conflict expressed as an-oppressive

feeling of the 'other'. In some notes about

his early poetic experienc~, he wrote :
SM"f'e,. .

Their eyes en~ me and follow me
wherever I go. They laugh at me; I
have unriddled tne mys tery, the rnyst.ery
of my tragedy : I am short, black and
. ld

ugly_

}.
I .

/

Yet, al Fayturi had no immediate

, of· 'black' Africa; and his earlyexperlence



pOe try expres ses this dil ema of f· t 'rUB rat10n
and violent desire for b 1 'e OJ:!.glng:

Africa rembte Africa
Ny native land
The land of my'~ncestors
I call upon you '
I
In .my anguished voice of hatred,

. call upon you,
I call upon my bloOd iI 11 n you,ca -s Ol1lena ked people
Dsecayed faces and stagna~t eyes

hame be on you if .you do not embrace
Which crawls my vOice,up to you
Out from the darkness of the abyss.42

FayturIt s image of Africa Is ambi valen t. As
a myth, a ·'supreme myth', l't' tlS he SOurce
of the identity he longs for. As

(of colour and physical features)

SOurce of his alientation.

a reali ty

it is the

His relation-
ship to Africa is, consequently, one of

acce·ptance and .rejection :

43

-

•

-----~----~---.
--:-'-"--

44

......... -
Africa 0 Africa
Wake up from _ your da rk self,
Many times has the Earth rot~ted,
And many times have the bnrning

planets rolled.
The rebel has built what he

destroyed,
And the worshipper debased what

he once adored,
But you are still as you have

a Iway s been,
A rejected skull, a (mere) skull. 43

This ambivalent image of Africa is

essentially a pr6jection of the"poet's Olm

alienated and divided self stretching to-

wards an identity Which is captured only

momentarily in the sweeping rhetoric of

the poem, a mythopoeia developed asa

necessary element in the making of a poetic

persona . It does not matter for him

whether it rises in his mind like a dream or

a nightmare as long asi t remains the image



1n 1961, Fayt~rI visited the Sudan fo~'

the first time and stayed

development of his career as a poet.

yea

c·,
. 45 , 46

of :(.~e deep night f .o hIS own inaccessible
self.

. l' .l~lcance. His blackness, he found, was not

an individualising feature or a source 'olf

conflict in thc predominently blackish envi-

On the streets of the City
When darkness erects his m~ bl tOnly to d l res atues
'I'I . . . es ro~ them unsympa the ticallyIe gyrIng staIrcase '
Dcccnds with all that I"D . r ve s ,Own to a deep, deep past .. ."....

ronment of he Sudan. In his second volume

of poetry, 'A\hiq lllirt lfrIqya 45 (/I. Lover

from Africa), a new vision of himself as a

poet and of Africa as art identity emerges.
'I'n ere t.ho b Lo oj of silenCe dries up'
As the tombs dry up ,
'I'ncn the he~rt of t~e ci ty
D~comcs an Insignificant thin
L~~e a hcarth in the blaze Ofg~oon
L~l\C a lamp for the blind. '
L11(e Africa in the dark a~es 111i

The sweeping rhetoric of the past angry
\frustrations is subdued ,

Ny craft is words
I may excel, I may err. }
TIn t since tno t.e mpe st of in timacy

crept in my b lood,
And since 'the t'Hgs of language

blossomed ill lily tlOutll,
And since I wan dcr'e d 110111elessand lost
'I'n roug n my a Li on n ign ts pn the

no r se back 0 f my 'por-e doni,
You have been my suffering: you Africa,
You have been the homelessness I live,
The homelessness I chose to live. 46 .

for three
These years were crucial for the

"The
ass t"e~ 10n of the colour of his kin and the
s ter otyp d . "e Images of Africa lost their sign_
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When he encountered the'reality'

consciously or unconsciously,• chose the

he,

His mature poetry .exhlbits a
"movement from the rhetorical to the symbol-

ic. Africa,,; in this poetry, is completely

accepted as an exis ten tial experience' and
symbolic landscape ft'o he self, created and
given names by the poet.

I am from that grey valley.
If you walk two leagues among the
St' rocksumble tWlce in the fog, '
And then turn twice,
You may touCh the ceiling of my
A horizon.nd see the raft at the shore. .
..........

Naked is my soul, and naked is my
bOdy

As you can see.
Naive and open handed
I am not ashamed to s~y •
"0 m t' •, _ y rme , even anguish is desire."
Wlth my legs dangling in the abyss
I dare to say : .

••

-------_._- .---:-._-
48

-~ ..•••..

"The hooves of tile l10rses are decayed."
The lJigfis!l bares her ba ck to the sun,
And the flock of giraffes is grazing.

Wonderful is' the green night,
Wonderful is t.ne smell of the mist and

the trees,
Of the mountains and the rain,
Of the sky and the stars,
of the earth when it breathes as' it

ebraces the
clouds. 47

Fayt~rI has identified himself completej~

with his mythopoeic Africa. His 'homecoming'

is a mystical union bet'\veen.the self and tne

pure image of the self as Afiica. Nowhere,

in his poetry is there a concrete presence

of Africa. The stereotypes of the early

poetry has receded to give place to symbolic

patterning in the mature poetry, Which is a I, ,
\ I

\
\

celebration of a visionary Africa, and not

an immediate realization of a cultural,hist-

orical and geographical presence.



\
IV. THE NEW POBTRY

---------

. c

•

It was not until the 'sixties that thi

resonance of an authentic voice of Afro-

Arabic identity is felt in contemporary

Sudanese poetry. The. poei~y of $ilin Aumad
_ _ 48 - 49 Nuhammad al-.

Ibrahim, Mu~tafa Sanad,
_ _ :50 I . 51Makkl Ibrahim, HU\1ammad Abdul-Bal, and

52al-Nltr 'uthnian, \ to mention only those W110

have had collections of their poems publish-

ed in book form, has grO\V11ou t of the theor-

etical .aspirations of al-Fajr group and of

the language forged by Hul}ammad al-Hahd!

MajdhUb, Some of these poets, namely N.
'Uthmnn, whO is of Nigerian Rausa origin,

continues to expre~s in some of his poems the

African ~ream of the Sudanese emigr~ poets

in Egypt. But the new poetry has also gone

beyond this heritage. The new poets have
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taken the lesson of their indigenous prede- 53nation", says one poet. Ttlis wedding

cessors for granted; they are also aware of l'S expressed by another poet aso.f symbols
their predecessor's shortcomings. Their follows :
own poetry l na t.u.res in to a harmony of cons-

ciousness beyond conflict. Unlike the , k'~Rmen welcome me:TIlis n i gnt mYtt~L.~ 'in the circle of fire,
A horse t ro rng . 1' . 'bells and sll(,DanClng,ln th door of the river,

A woman openlnge darlmes s
Calling out of the . d the

Of the silent mountaln an t' dense fores
the guards of the blue language

-kingdom :
Proudly in his l~op~rdOne comes walking skln,

, ater garments.s n in Lng -in m s W'and one
,... ":':t~'~f'~y grandfathers walk out
The sp i rr . "s dreams,Of the silver of the rlver

o t of the night of names, , . 54
U the bodies of Chlldren.And possess

poetry of their predecessors, theirs is

inspired not by a passion for reconciliation,

but by the deep conviction that, on the

poetic level, things are already reconciled.

There is no dream of a lost Arabian paradise,

nor a vision Df an unattainable Africa. Each

in his own way has written his song of

homecoming and synthesis. Like 'bees in

their honeycomb', they at once live and

crea te, tne i r Afro-Arabic cuIture .

"the water-buffalo of the 'forest and the

of harmony,it has becomeIn such a weatherBoth

oryx of the oasis: are (the symbols Of)' our

possible to write

as it states, the

poetry which celebrates,

"naked reality" of racial

. of which theand cultural intermarrlage,

fruits are
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L.

l?e.Fur, the Funj and all
tnese coal-black skins thick 1"
and the f rLz z h"' IpS,A bi ~LJy ai r on tnese skulls
. " Ig, naked.reality,. like an .
llke a crocodile, like KassalaelePhant,

. . Mountain·
a sharp tongued truth (saying) : '

Liar is ~e whO proclaims :)1 am
the unmlxed, the pure pedigree
the only ... ' Yes, a liar. 55 '"

"This is the awakening of the forgotten words
(of the tribe) . The mirror of the
beginning.,,56 Or :

This is the deliverance
collect the roots of
sources in the rock
in the depths of the
the forest ,
and in the cellar of

of fire :
the

night of

early legends.57

In this poetry, the'S d.u anese poet has, for

the first time t, come a terms wi~h himself

an d. his landscape, his history and his

tradition. Although the language is Arab-

ic, the new poets feel 'fre~ to reforge it

- .

-.-----. -------- ---- ----
53

.according tv the nuances of their olm--sens-

ibilty. Indeed, the new Sudanese poetry

has created a language wi thin Arab'ic

language.· A.rabic is accepted 1An A.frican

.language ; and its long his tOlr" n A~rica, .
(the history which has given" character-

\

istic African curves), as th! materia prima

for poetic creation. The discovery and
(

the acceptance of this cultural tradition

released the energies' of the new Sudanese

poet. In the new poetry, there are no more

attempts to prove or to proclaim an identity;

no groping for a home, but a concern with

the essence of home where everything is near

and familiar; no polluting ideas of engage-

ment, but an involvement in the poetic



structure of a cultural being. The new

poem is a cry of its cultural poetics,
58'part of the res and not about it', a

cry which ultimately leads t'O the pure

regions beyond culture itself.
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Contemporary Sudanese poetry is an en-

r-Lc nme n t of both African and Arabic poetry.

The degree of Africanization of Arabic

language achieved in some of this poetry

and the introductjon of a new poetic exper-

ience and forms into the tradition of Arabic

poetry have widened the horizons of Ar.:
language and poetic consciousness. In t ne

v. CONCLUSION African con t ex t, Sud anese cul tural poe tics

is a triumph over t nc Jscnizoptlranic" cu Itural

mapping of the African mind into two zones :

north of the Sahara and soutn of the Sahara.

T11e new Sudanese poet has exorcised his

. \

poe tic province f rom tne demons of a divided

self and tm~ltiple marginalityt~9

The new poetry expresses the oneness of
----- -------- experience and vision. That it is written
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.in Arabic does in no way contradict the fact

that it has alre~dy housed itself in the
APPENDIX.

riCh continent of contemporary African
poetry. In it African and Arabic constit- Arabic ':!:'cxts

c ; ta tionsof Translated Verse
ute one language.

K 0 B" :

........ is followed,The number of the page
by the numbe~ ofbrackets,in

(

tnc referencc~

.....
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